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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Positron Emission tomography (PET) is a nuclear medical imaging technique
which allows non-invasive quantitative assessment of biochemical and functional
processes. Its purpose is to determine the distribution of radioactive tracers, cho-
sen depending on the tissues and organs of interest, inside the patient body.
The principle at the base of PET image production is the detection (achieved
by the use of scintillation detectors) of the two photons generated by electron-
positron annihilation. The annihilation photons are emitted at 180◦ to each other
and therefore permit to localize their source along a straight line of coincidence
without the need for physical collimation. PET data consist in detected coinci-
dence events between pairs of detectors and, since it is assumed that the tracer
concentration is stationary, the reconstruction problem can be summarized in re-
covering it from the acquired data, that correspond to the radiotracer projections.
There are two main approaches for dealing with PET data: one is to assume
that PET data are deterministic and that it is therefore possible to find the exact
solution for the image (analytical algorithms), the other is to take account of the
intrinsically stochastic nature of the projection data, leading to estimation tech-
niques that tend to approximate solutions (iterative algorithms).
This thesis deals with iterative reconstruction algorithms and aims at taking
into account the positron range effect, since positron range in tissue is one of the
most important physical limitation to spatial resolution in PET scanners. Before
annihilation the positron travels a finite distance interacting with the surrounding
medium, thus the photon-producing event occurs outside the radioactive nucleus
and the actual position of the radiotracer, that we wish to determine, does not lie
on the line defined by the two photons, i.e. the line of response (LOR). Since in
the reconstruction process it is assumed that the radiotracer lies on the LOR, the
positron range results in a blurring that affects the image quality.
In this thesis, in order to study the trend of the positron range annihilation dis-
tribution on varying the isotope and the tissue, simulations have been performed
using GATE (Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission ), that is a Monte Carlo
simulator very commonly used by the PET community. Various isotope-medium
combinations have been simulated and positron end point coordinates have been
analyzed.
A method is then proposed to account for positron range blurring in iterative
image reconstruction: by means of a specific kernel representing the annihilation
density probability, a blurring can be added on the object during the forward pro-
jection. The blurring kernel is a three dimensional matrix whose dimensions, in
terms of number of voxels, depend on the isotope-medium combination, on the
size of the image voxel and on user defined cut-offs. The blurring is achieved
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through a convolution of the image and the kernel performed by centering the
flipped kernel at each voxel in the image and computing the inner product be-
tween voxel values in the image and voxel values in the kernel.
In this thesis the kernel values are calculated in two different ways: they have
been directly obtained from Monte Carlo simulations, from which annihilations
coordinates can be easily extracted and then voxelized (fully Monte Carlo kernel),
or using analytical functions that fit the experimental three-dimensional annihila-
tion probability density function (analytical kernel).
These two kinds of kernel are evaluated for four positron emitting isotopes
frequently used in PET imaging (18F, 15O, 68Ga and 82Rb), considering their be-
haviour in water. Finally, to evaluate the result of the filtering process, images of
real and simulated acquisitions of a pre-clinical PET scanner, reconstructed with
and without the positron range blurring, are compared. A comparison is also
made between the performances of the two different kinds of blurring kernel.
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P O S I T R O N E M I S S I O N T O M O G R A P H Y
Positron Emission tomography (PET) is a nuclear medical imaging technique
which allows non-invasive quantitative assessment of biochemical and functional
processes. Its purpose is to determine the distribution of radioactive tracers inside
the patient body.
1.1 applications
Clinical PET imaging is a very important tool mainly used in three medical areas:
• cancer diagnosis and management (medical imaging of tumors and the
search for metastases);
• cardiology and cardiac surgery (measurements of the myocardial perfusion
and viability);
• neurology and psychiatry (management of brain tumours, pre-surgical eval-
uation of epilepsy, early diagnosis of dementia).
PET is also used in pre-clinical studies using animals and as a research tool
in drug discovery and development, in which new drugs are radiolabeled and
injected into animals.
1.1.1 Radiotracers
PET radiotracers are chemical compounds in which one or more atoms have
been replaced by a short-lived, positron emitting radioisotope. The procedure
of PET diagnostic exam starts with the injection into the patient body of very
small amounts of a specific radiotracer, which is going to distribute within the
organs. The kind of radiotracer depends on the tissues and organs of interest.
After a waiting time, during which the radiotracer follows the path of the biolog-
ically active molecule it is attached to, the patient is introduced into the imaging
scanner and the distribution of the radiotracer may be measured.
As an example of the use and functioning of a radiotracer let’s consider the
most commonly used one, that is FDG (Fluorodeoxyglucose). From a chemical
point of view FDG is a glucose analog, meaning that it has a chemical structure
similar to that of the glucose and consequently has a similar behavior. Thus FDG
is taken up by high-glucose-using cells such as brain and kidney and especially by
cancer cells, which are characterized by a very high glycolytic activity (Warburg
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effect). Since FDG contains 18F which undergoes positron emission, it is possible to
determine its distribution within the patient body, therefore allowing to localize,
if present, areas showing an anomalous uptake.
Fluorine-18 has a half-life of 109.8 minutes that allows radiochemists to syn-
thesize labeled compounds in a reasonable time, permits injection and patient
preparation and gives the chance to carry out imaging over several time points on
either a static or a dynamic basis.
Application PET probe Mechanism
Glucose metabolism [F-18] FDG Accumulates as sugar phosphate
Bone scanning [F-18] fluoride Incorporation into bone
Blood flow [N-13] ammonia Accumulates as glutamate
[R-82] rubidium Cell accumulation like potassium
[O-15] H2O Inert highly diffusable indicator
Hypoxia [F-18] fluoromisonidazole Redox indicator shows hypoxia
Protein metabolism [C-11] choline Incorporation into phospholipids
Table 1: Some of the common radiopharmaceuticals and their application. [1].
1.2 physics
The principle at the base of PET image production is the detection of the two
photons generated by electron-positron annihilation, which are emitted at 180◦
to each other and therefore allow to localize their source along a straight line of
coincidence without the need for physical collimation.
1.2.1 Beta decay
Positrons are produced by β+ decay, which is a particular type of radioactive
decay in which a proton inside a radionuclide nucleus is converted into a neutron
while releasing a positron and an electron neutrino:
A
Z X →AZ−1 Y +01 β+ + νe [1.1]
The atom X is proton-rich and achieves stability by converting a proton to a
neutron. Beta decay is a three-particle decay where the kinetic energy is mainly
shared between the lighter particles, the positron and the neutrino. The generated
positron has a characteristic emission spectrum (see Figure 2), it will have an
initial kinetic energy that can take a continuum of values up to a maximum and it
starts to lose it through interactions with the surrounding matter. Eventually the
positron will lose all its kinetic energy and combine with an electron, annihilating
4
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with it when both are essentially at rest and resulting in the production of two
annihilation photons (positron annihilation is accurately dealt with in 1.2.2).
Figure 1: Positron-electron annihilation.
Figure 2: Energy spectrum for a beta-emitting nuclide [2].
The emission of a positron source is governed by the exponential law:
N = N0e−λt [1.2]
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where N0 and N represent the number of radionuclides present at time t0 and at
time t > t0 and λ is the decay constant of the radioisotope. The source activity A
is defined as the number of disintegration per second, that is:
A =
dN
dt
= −λN [1.3]
Since positron sources are not stable in nature they have to be artificially pro-
duced: charged particles are accelerated by cyclotrons or linear accelerators and
then irradiate specific inert matter, giving rise to nuclear reactions that eventually
produce the needed radionuclides.
Radionuclide Half-life (min) Emax keV Production reaction
18F 109.8 633.5 18O(p, n)18F
20Ne(d, α)18F
15O 2.04 1732 14N(d, n)15O
15N(p, n)5O
13N 9.97 1198.5 13C(p, n)13N
16O(p, α)13N
11C 20.38 960.2 14N(p, α)11C
68Ga 67.7 1899.1 Generator: 68Ge
82Rb 1.3 3378 Generator: 82Sr
Table 2: Cyclotron-produced PET radionuclides [3] [4].
Rubidium-82 has a very short half-life, fortunately it has a parent, Strontium-
82, from which a convenient generator system can be produced. Strontium-82
is usually produced in an accelerator by a spallation reaction using high-energy
proton bombardment of Rubidium-85: 85Rb(p, 4n)82Sr [5].
Gallium-68 comes from the decay of Germanium-68 that is produced, for exam-
ple, through proton irradiation of Gallium-69: 69Ga(p, 2n)68Ge [6].
1.2.2 Positron annihilation
Before annihilation the positron travels a finite distance interacting with the bi-
ological tissue and losing kinetic energy through Coulomb interactions. Energy
loss continues until the positron reaches thermal equilibrium and finally annihi-
lates with an electron of the surrounding material. The standard PET situation is
that of the annihilation of an at rest positron via 2γ emission. The cross section of
this interaction was given by Dirac [7]:
σ2γ = pir20
1
γ+ 1
[
γ2 + 4γ+ 1
γ2 − 1 log
(
γ+
√
γ2 − 1
)
− γ+ 3√
γ2 − 1
]
[1.4]
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where r0 is the classical radius of the electron and γ = Em0c2 with E the positron
total energy.
An annihilation via 3γ emission is also possible, with a cross section given by:
σ3γ =
σ2γ
372
<< σ2γ [1.5]
and it is usually not considered since is much less probable than the 2γ emission.
As a consequence of the momentum and energy conservation law, the 2γ emit-
ted after the annihilation taking place when both the positron and the electron
are at rest will have the same energy and opposite propagation direction, thus
identifying a straight line. Since annihilation usually occurs in 1.8 ns, when the
positron has not already reached thermal equilibrium, and the electron it inter-
acts with is not exactly at rest, what actually happens is that emitted photons
have slightly different energies and their directions are not exactly at 180◦ to each
other, resulting in a deviation from co-linearity estimated in [8]:
θ =
p sin φ
m0c
[1.6]
where p is the momentum of the incident positron and φ is the angle between the
positron direction and that of one of the emitted photons.
Considering the conservation of Fermi momentum and the thermal motion of
the particles, the result is a deviation of θ ≈ 0.25◦ that is lower than what is exper-
imentally observed (the distribution of angular deviation in water is a Gaussian
with FWHM ≈ 0.5◦), leading to the need of another explanation. This greater de-
viation could be explained by the existence of a particle with higher momentum,
and in effect this line of research has led to the discovery that the positron can
be in a bound state with an electron. This metastable species is called positronium
and is a non-nuclear, hydrogen-like element composed of the positron and elec-
tron that revolve around their center of mass. Positronium can exist in either of
two states: para-positronium, that is a singlet state with opposite spin S = 0, and
ortho-positronium, that is a triplet state with parallel spin S = 1. Approximately
75% of the positronium formed is ortho-positronium. In considering the positron
annihilation also the decay of these two metastable states has to be taken into
account:
• para-positronium has a half-life os 0.1 ns and almost always decays via self-
annihilation but there is also the possibility of annihilation with a free elec-
tron of the medium, in 1.8 ns (pick-off electron);
• ortho-positronium undergoes a pick-off annihilation in 1.8 ns but can also de-
cay by self-annihilating in 140 ns, resulting in the emission of 3γ [3].
In conclusion, the large component of the deviation is mostly due to the ortho-
positronium pick-off events [9].
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Since in the reconstruction process the photons are supposed to be emitted
precisely back-to-back, this deviation contributes to worsen the spatial resolution,
its contribution will be described in 1.4.
1.2.3 Interaction of photons with matter
High-energy photons interact with matter by three main mechanisms, depending
on their energy. These are the photoelectric effect, the Compton scattering and pair
production.
The photoelectric effect is an interaction of photons with orbital electrons in an
atom. The photon transfers all its energy to the electron, some of it is used to
overcome the electron binding energy and the rest is transferred to the electron
in the form of kinetic energy. This effect dominates in human tissue at energies
below 100 keV therefore has little impact at the energy of annihilation radiation.
The Compton effect is an inelastic scattering between a photon and a loosely
bound orbital electron. The scattering results in a decrease in energy (increase in
wavelength) of the photon, in a change in its direction and in the ejection of the
electron from the atom. This effect dominates in human tissue at energies between
approximatively 100 keV and ~2 MeV thus represent the primary mechanism of
interaction for annihilation photons.
Figure 3: Compton scattering [10].
Pair production is a mechanism through which a photon with at least an energy
of 1.022 MeV (corresponding to twice the rest mass of an electron) passing in the
vicinity of a nucleus is converted to an electron and a positron, to conserve charge
and energy. This direct electron pair production is the dominant interaction mech-
anism at high energies and does not concern annihilation photons.
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Figure 4: Cross section as a function of photon energy for water [11].
Since annihilation photons incur in interactions that can change their direction
or make them disappear, not all of them reach the detector and consequently not
all of them are counted. To account for this effect it gets necessary to correct for
attenuation. For a well-collimated source of photons and detector, attenuation
takes the form of a mono-exponential function:
Ix = I0e−µx [1.7]
where I0 is the intensity of the unattenuated beam, Ix is the intensity of the beam
after it has passed a material of thickness x and µ is the linear attenuation coefficient
corresponding to the specific material. For positron emission measurements it can
be shown that the count rate relative to a line of response is independent of the
position of the source along it, and that to correct the count rate for attenuation
the total attenuation path-length (-µD) is all that is needed [12].
1.3 instrumentation
At the basis of PET imaging there is the detection and counting of the annihilation
photons, achieved by the use of scintillation detectors (scintillator coupled to an
electronic light sensor).
The process of radiation detection in PET may be summarized in the following
way: annihilation photons travel across the patient body, then reach and inter-
act with the scintillator which emits visible (scintillation) light photons that are
eventually detected by photomultiplier tubes.
9
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1.3.1 Scintillator
A scintillator is a material that exhibits scintillation when excited by ionizing radia-
tion, i.e. it absorbs the incoming energy and re-emits it in the form of visible light.
The process of light production differs depending on the type of scintillator, that
can be organic or inorganic. In PET imaging inorganic crystal scintillator are used
and in this case scintillation mechanism depends on the energy states determined
by the crystal lattice of the material. In pure crystal electrons can only be found in
discrete bands of energy. The lower band, called the valence band, represents those
electrons that are bound at lattice sites, whereas the conduction band represents
those electrons that have sufficient energy to be free to migrate throughout the
crystal. There exists an intermediate band of energies, called the forbidden band,
in which electrons are not allowed to stay in normal conditions. Absorption of
energy can result in the elevation of an electron from its normal position in the
valence band across the gap into the conduction band, leaving a hole in the nor-
mally filled valence band. The return of the electron to the valence band produces
the emission of a photon of energy equal to the energy gap Eg between the two
bands and is an inefficient process. Normally the value of Eg is such that the
scintillation is in the ultraviolet range. By adding impurities to a pure crystal the
band structure may be modified to produce energy levels in the forbidden region,
allowing transitions corresponding to energy which are less than that of the full
forbidden gap, giving rise to visible photons [13].
Figure 5: Internal structure of a scintillator [13].
There are four main properties of a scintillator which are crucial for its applica-
tion in PET detector, which are:
• stopping power for 511 keV photons: it is desirable to maximize the number
of photons that interact and deposit energy in the detector;
• signal decay time: a short decay time is desirable to process each pulse indi-
vidually at high counting rates as well as to reduce the number of random
coincidence events;
• light output: high light output helps achieve good energy resolution;
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• intrinsic energy resolution: it arises due to inhomogeneities in the crystal
growth process as well as non-uniform light output for interactions within
it.
Important inorganic scintillator crystal used in PET detectors are: NaI(Tl),
BGO, LSO, YSO and YAP : Ce, whose properties are shown in Table 3.
Material NaI(Tl) BGO LSO YAP:Ce
Density (g/cm3) 3.76 7.13 7.4 5.37
Light Yield %NaI(Tl) 100 15 75 55
Effective Z 51 74 66 33
Decay time (ns) 230 300 40 27
Photoelectric fraction at
511 keV
18 % 44% 34 % 4.4 %
K fluorescence (keV) 28.6 - 32.3 77.1 - 87.34 54.1 - 61.3 15.0 - 16.7
Fluorescence GMFP1
(mm)
0.32 - 0.44 0.68 - 0.93 0.41 - 0.56 0.13 - 0.17
Electron range at mean
deposited energy (mm)
0.43 0.18 0.19 0.07
GMFP at 511 keV (mm) 2.85 1.04 1.15 2.18
Peak wavelength (nm) 410 480 420 370
Table 3: Characteristics of scintillators used for PET imaging [14].
1.3.2 Photomultipliers
As previously said, a scintillation detector is composed by a scintillator crystal
coupled to a photodetector, that is a device able to convert the extremely weak
light output of a scintillation pulse into a corresponding electrical signal. Photo-
multiplier tubes (PMT) and solid-state photodetectors are the two main groups of
devices for detecting low light levels. PMT are the most commonly used and their
simplified structure is illustrated in Figure 6.
1 Gamma Mean Free Path.
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Figure 6: Structure of a PMT.
An envelope, usually made of glass, serves as a pressure boundary to sustain
vacuum conditions inside the tube that are required so that low-energy electrons
can be accelerated efficiently by internal electric fields. The two major compo-
nents inside the tube are a photocathode coupled to an electron multiplier struc-
ture. The photocathode serves to convert as many of the incident light photons
as possible into low-energy electrons and the electron multiplier section collects
the photoelectrons and serves as a near-ideal amplifier to greatly increase their
number. After amplification through the multiplier structure, a typical scintilla-
tion pulse will give rise to 107 − 1010 electrons, sufficient to serve as the charge
signal for the original scintillation event. This charge is conventionally collected
at the anode or output stage of the multiplier structure.
Among the solid-state photodetectors, a recent type is represented by the SiPM
(Silicon photomultiplier), which consist of a densely packed matrix of small APD
(avalanche photodiode) cells. The APD cells are all reversely biased above avalanche
breakdown (Geiger mode operation) and connected in parallel. In this mode the
internal electric field becomes so high that a very high gain (105− 106 ) is obtained,
making the device sensitive to single photons.
1.3.3 Scintillation detector designs
The early PET systems consisted of scintillators coupled one-to-one to individual
PMTs. The spatial resolution was determined by the scintillation crystal size. As
the crystal size was reduced to improve the spatial resolution, the one-to-one
coupling scheme could not be retained since the PMT size could not be made as
small as needed.
The block detector is a kind of arrangement which allows the use of a small
number of PMTs, reading out an array of small crystal elements. Typically, a
block detector consists of four PMTs in a rectangular pattern, reading out the
crystal elements. The crystal elements are either individual crystals or crystal
segments from a block of scintillator, and from the ratio of the detected light
levels it is possible to identify the crystal segment in which an interaction took
place.
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Another detector design consists of a large flat unsegmented crystal plane, read
out by an array of PMTs, and it is known as the Anger camera or gamma camera.
In recent years also position sensitive PMTs (PS-PMT) are available, which con-
sist in PMTs with a special anode made of several crossed wires. The pitch of the
network created by the wires is small enough to achieve a good sampling of the
charge distribution at the end of the dynode stages. The anode output permits to
deduce the final position.
1.4 resolution
Several factors contribute to the worsening of the spatial resolution of PET imag-
ing [15]:
• positron range: before annihilation the positron travels a finite distance in-
teracting with the surrounding medium, thus the photon-producing event
occurs outside the radioactive nucleus and the actual position of the radio-
tracer, that we wish to determine, does not lie on the line defined by the
two photons. Being rms the root mean square of the range distribution, the
positron range contribution is defined as:
r = 2.35× rms [1.8]
so that it can be combined in quadrature with other fwhm values;
• non-collinearity: as seen before, it is not correct to presume the annihilation
photons flight angle to be 180◦ and, setting ∆θ = 0.5◦, the contribution to
the spatial distribution in the center of a detector ring of diameter D can be
represented by:
FWHM ≈ ∆θ × D
4
= 0.0022D [1.9]
• detector size: being d the detector size, its contribution is represented by d2 ;
• reconstruction technique: an error due to the reconstruction technique is usu-
ally a factor of 1.2− 1.5 depending on the method [16].
• coding: b, it depends on the coupling between the scintillator and the pho-
todetector, since if the coupling is not one-to-one it results in a systematic
inaccuracy in the positioning of the scintillating event.
Combining these factors the reconstructed image resolution can be described
by Γ:
Γ = 1.25
√(
d
2
)2
+ (0.0022D)2 + r2 + b2 [1.10]
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1.5 data acquisition
In PET imaging data acquisition consists in the coincidence detection of annihila-
tion photons pairs, emitted from the radioactive isotopes inside the patient body
and that define the line on which the radiotracer lies. Event detection in PET re-
lies on electronic collimation and is strictly connected to the timing resolution of
the detector.
1.5.1 Timing resolution and coincidence detection
The timing resolution of a PET detector is important because it involves the detec-
tion of two photons originating from a single coincident event.
When a scintillation detector detects a photon, the electrical pulse generated by
the PMT is used to generate a timing signal: the coincidence circuitry generates a
narrow trigger pulse when the PMT signals cross a certain fixed fraction of their
individual amplitude. There will usually be some time difference between two
timing pulses arising from a coincidence event due to the finite time resolution of
the detector and to the difference in the distance travelled by the two annihilation
photons. To take into account this time difference a coincidence time window of
predetermined width (2τ) is produced after a trigger pulse: if a timing pulse is
generated by one detector at time t, a coincidence will be recorded if there is a
timing pulse generated by another detector between t and t + 2τ . The value of τ
must be carefully chosen. If it is too small compared to the time resolution of the
detection system, true coincidences will be missed. If it is too large, more random
coincidences will be counted without significant increase in the number of true
coincidences.
1.5.2 Detected events
An event is regarded as valid, and referred to as “prompt”, if:
• two photons are detected within the coincidence time window,
• the line-of-response formed between the two photons is within a valid ac-
ceptance angle of the tomograph,
• the energy deposited in the crystal by both photons is within the selected
energy window.
Despite these selection criteria, some of the prompt events are actually un-
wanted, for example descending from scattered photons or from accidental de-
tection of two photons coming from unrelated annihilations. The various kinds
of events are usually referred to as:
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• single event: it consists of a single photon counted by a detector. A PET
scanner usually converts between 1% and 10% of single events into paired
coincidence events;
• true coincidence event: it derives from the detection of the two photons orig-
inated from a single positron-electron annihilation, when both the photons
reach detectors on opposing sides of the tomograph within the coincidence
time window and without interacting with the surrounding medium (i.e.
without undergoing scattering);
• random coincidence: it arises when two unrelated photons enter opposing
detectors and are temporally close enough to be recorded within the coin-
cidence timing window. The random event count rate is function of the
radiotracer activity;
• multiple events: they arise when three events from two annihilations are de-
tected within the coincidence timing window. Being unclear which pair of
events derive from the same annihilation, this kind of event is ignored;
• scattered event: it arises when one or both of the photons originated by a sin-
gle annihilation event undergo Compton scattering before entering the de-
tector within the coincidence timing window, thus leading to mis-positioned
lines-of-response. Since scattering involves loss of energy, some of these
events may be neglected using an energy-gating technique.
Figure 7: Representation of the various coincidence events that can be recorded in PET
[17].
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Comparison of the count rate performance of different tomographs or of the
same scanner operating under different conditions is made possible by the Noise
Equivalent Count Rate (NEC), defined as:
NEC =
T2
T + S + kR
[1.11]
where T, S and R are true, scatter and random coincidence counting rates and
k is a parameter depending on how the random events are determined. The
parameter k is equal to 2 when the delay window method is used and equal
to 1 when the random rate is estimated from the singles count rate. The NEC
represents the ratio between net trues and prompts. The best condition is reached
when acquisitions are performed placing an activity concentration in the FOV
corresponding to the NEC peak.
1.6 data organization and image reconstruction
PET data consist in detected coincidence events between pairs of detectors. As
mentioned before, the straight line connecting the centers of two detectors is called
a line of response (LOR). A LOR Lda,db is associated to each pair of detector da and db
and pda,db represents the number of coincident events detected in that LOR. Since
it is assumed that the tracer concentration f (~r) is stationary the reconstruction
problem can be summarized in recovering f (~r) from the acquired data pda,db , that
it is proportional to the integral of activity along that line.
The reconstruction methods, which lead to the final PET images starting from
acquired data, are divided into analytic and iterative approaches and vary depend-
ing on the acquisition mode that can be 2D or 3D.
Two-dimensional PET imaging only considers LORs lying within a specified
imaging plane. The LORs are organized into sets of projections that form a two
dimensional function of s and φ that is called sinogram. The radial variable s is the
signed distance between the LOR and the center of the coordinate system, and
the angular variable φ specifies the orientation of the LOR as it can clearly be seen
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Projection p(s, φ) and sinogram of a single point [18].
Multiple 2D planes are stacked to form a 3D volume whereas in fully three-
dimensional PET imaging both the direct planes as well as the ‘oblique’imaging
planes are acquired.
The theory of reconstruction is dealt with in detail in the next chapter.
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I M A G E R E C O N S T R U C T I O N A L G O R I T H M S I N P E T
The goal of reconstruction is to recover the radiotracer distribution using its pro-
jections. There are two main approaches for dealing with PET data: one is to
assume that PET data are deterministic and that it is therefore possible to find the
exact solution for the image (analytical algorithms), the other is to take account
of the intrinsically stochastic nature of the projection data, leading to estimation
techniques that tend to approximate solutions (iterative algorithms). The two-
dimensional image reconstruction will be thoroughly described in the following
sections.
2.1 analytic image reconstruction
Analytic reconstruction methods are based on an idealized model that ignores
statistical noise, their deterministic assumption implies that measurement noise
is ignored in the problem formulation and that related problems are treated by
post-filtering operations, therefore allowing for a simplified reconstruction that
leads to fast and direct mathematical solution.
The foundation of analytical reconstruction methods is the X-ray transform (in
2-D is the same as the Radon transform) which maps a function f (x, y) onto its line
integrals p(s, φ), so that p(s, φ) = (X f )(s, φ). The function p(s, φ), as previously
mentioned, is referred to as sinogram.
A fundamental relationship at the base of the two-dimensional analytic recon-
struction is represented by the Fourier central section theorem.
2.1.1 The Fourier Central Section Theorem
The Fourier central section theorem provides a useful relationship between a two-
dimensional function f (x, y) and its projections p(s, φ): it states that the Fourier
transform of a one-dimensional projection is equivalent to a section at the same
angle through the center of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the func-
tion. Being F1{p(s, φ)} and F2{ f (x, y)} respectively the Fourier transform of the
projection p(s, φ) and of the two-dimensional function f (x, y), see Figure 9:
F1{p(s, φ)} = P(vs, φ) [2.1]
F2{ f (x, y)} = F(vx, vy) [2.2]
the Fourier central section theorem states that:
P(vs, φ) = F(vs cos φ, vs sin φ) [2.3]
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Figure 9: Illustration of the Fourier central slice theorem [18].
Thanks to this equivalence, it would in principle be possible to recover F(vx, vy)
for all frequencies (vx, vy), measuring all projections for φ ∈ [0,pi] and evaluating
their Fourier transform. The image f may be then reconstructed by inverse 2D
Fourier transform:
(F−1F)(x, y) = f (x, y) =
∫∫
R2
dvxdvyF(vx, vy)e2pii(xvx+yvy) [2.4]
Due to the fact that the F(vx, vy) sampling is discrete (along polar lines) oversam-
pling at low frequencies and loss of precision at high frequencies occur, there-
fore it is necessary to perform a filtering process before back-projecting the data.
This kind of data processing is accomplished by the FBP (Filtered Back Projection),
whereas the simple back-projection is referred to as summation method or linear
superposition method.
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Figure 10: Polar grid of samples provided by the data, showing oversampling in the
center of the frequency domain [19].
2.1.2 Filtered Back Projection
In order to achieve an equal sampling throughout the Fourier space, the projec-
tions are filtered with a ramp filter before being back-projected:
f (x, y) =
∫ pi
0
pF(s, φ)dφ [2.5]
pF(s, φ) = F−11 {|vs|F1{p(s, φ)}}. [2.6]
The ramp filter (|vs|) has the effect of filtering out low frequencies and passing
high frequencies, with a linear behavior in between. Thus with this filter contrast-
ing features (high-frequencies) are accentuated, while blurring (low-frequencies)
is minimized.
In relation to this filtering process attention should be paid to the fact that the
inversion of the X-ray transform is an ill-posed problem, meaning that the obtained
solution f does not depend continuously on the data therefore an arbitrarily small
perturbation of p (e.g. due to measurement noise) can cause an arbitrarily large
error on the reconstructed image. The behavior of the ramp filter is such that
it amplifies the high-frequency components of the power spectrum, which are
dominated by noise at increasing frequencies, thus making it necessary to perform
some form of regularization with a low-pass filter, so that [2.5] becomes:
f (x, y) ≈ f˜ (x, y) =
∫ pi
0
F−11 {W(vs)|vs|F1{p(s, φ)}}dφ [2.7]
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where W(vs) is a low-pass apodizing window, such as the Hamming, Hanning or
Butterworth window, see Figure 11.
Figure 11: Illustration of the ramp and Butterworth filter and their multiplication, to
suppress amplification of high-frequency noise power [20].
There are several limitations of analytical reconstruction methods that affect
their performance (they do not allow accurate modeling either of the detector
system or of the inherent statistical fluctuations in the data) but nevertheless they
are important when computation time is limited and are also useful for initializing
iterative algorithms, [21] [18].
2.1.3 Three-dimensional analytic reconstruction
The methods dealt with so far are relative to the two-dimensional case and are
not directly applicable to the fully three-dimensional PET imaging. Similarly to
the 2D case, the LORs measured by a volume PET scanner can be grouped into
2D sets of parallel projections, tough facing the consequence due to the finite
axial extent of the scanner that causes some of the 2D projections to be truncated.
This effect results in a spatially-varying scanner response, since the degree of
truncation depends on position, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Representation of the truncation due to limited axial extent of the detector and
of its dependence on the angle [22].
The central section theorem can be generalized to 3D and states that the two-
dimensional Fourier transform of a projection of a function f (x, y, z) in direction
θ̂ is equal to the central section at the same angle through the three-dimensional
Fourier transform of the function. The 3D central section theorem and the as-
sumption of non-truncated 2D projections lead to a method analog to the two-
dimensional FBP, that is 3D Filtered Back-projection: the reconstructed image is
given by a sum of filtered 2D projections. In this case the needed filter is not the
same throughout all the frequency domain, it similarly depends on the modulus
of the frequency but it also depends on its angular part, [23].
Since the available projections are actually truncated, algorithms have been pro-
posed to overcome this issue. One common method is the Three-dimensional repro-
jection algorithm (3DRP) [24] and the idea at its base is to guess the unmeasured
regions forward-projecting an initial image estimate, obtained applying the 2D
FBP algorithm only to non-truncated projections (those with θ = 0). Then the
true and estimated data are merged resulting in a sample without truncated pro-
jections and thus suitable to be reconstructed using the 3D FBP.
Another method to obtain transaxial sections from the 3D ones is that pre-
sented by rebinning algorithms. These algorithms estimate the ordinary sinogram
of transaxial sections by means of some form of signal averaging, therefore permit-
ting to reduce the size of the data and to use analytic or iterative 2D reconstruction
methods. Two of the most known approximate algorithms are the Single Slice Re-
binning Algorithm (SSRM) [25], that obtains the rebinned sinograms through an
averaging of all the oblique sinograms that intersect the direct plane at the cen-
ter of the transaxial FOV, and the Fourier Rebinning Algorithm (FORE) [26], that
exploits an equivalence between the Fourier transforms of oblique and transverse
sinograms to obtain direct sinograms.
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2.2 iterative image reconstruction
Iterative algorithms allow more accurate modeling of the data acquisition, there-
fore offering a higher image quality with respect to the analytical methods. Their
model includes the detection process, the photon transport in tissues and the
statistical distribution of the acquired data, thence taking into account the noise
structure in the observations. The greater complexity concerning these algorithms
results in greater computational demands, that have hindered their practical im-
plementation for a long time. Thanks to advances in computation speed and to the
introduction of fast iterative algorithms (such as OSEM) iterative reconstruction
has become a feasible technique.
2.2.1 Image modeling
At the base of all iterative algorithms there is the need of an image model. The
image is represented using a finite set of basis functions, most commonly chosen
as square pixels (2D) or cubic voxels (3D), so that, for the two-dimensional case:
bj(x, y) =
{
1 |x− xj| < ∆x/2 and |y− yj| < ∆y/2
0 otherwise
[2.8]
f (x, y) '
N
∑
j=1
f jbj(x, y) [2.9]
where j = (jx, jy), (∆x,∆y) are the pixel dimensions and the center oh the jth
pixel is (xj = jx∆x, yj = jy∆y).
There has been some interest in alternative basis elements, such as smooth
spherically symmetric “blobs”[27] but these approaches are not used clinically
due to complexity. Each voxel is an indicator function on a cubic region centered
at one of the image sampling points in a regular 2D or 3D lattice. The image value
relative to each voxel is proportional to the total number of positron-emitting
nuclei contained in the volume spanned by the voxel. The index j will be used to
represent the ordered elements of the image (j = 1...N), whereas i (i = 1...M) will
be used to represent the ordered projections (which correspond to the LORs, the
lines joining the pairs of detectors).
2.2.2 System model
A fundamental component of iterative algorithms is represented by the system
model, needed to relate the image to the data. Since the data are discrete and
the detection process is approximately linear, the relationship between the source
image and the expected value of the true coincidence data can be represented by
a forward projection matrix, P ∈ RM×N . P represents the imaging system and its
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elements, pij , contain the probabilities of detecting an emission from voxel site j
in projection i, so that:
p = P f + r + s [2.10]
where p are the acquired data and r and s represent the random and scattered
coincidences.
The system matrix should in principle take into account all of the physics pro-
cesses that are at the base of data production, that is from the positron annihilation
within human tissue up to the photon interaction with the detector. A factored
representation, as reported in [28] and [29], is:
P = Pdet.sensPdet.blurPattnPgeomPpositron [2.11]
where:
• Pdet.sens is a diagonal matrix that contains the detection efficiency of each
detector pair and depends on several factors, such as intrinsic sensitivities
of the individual crystals and the relative position of the crystals within a
detector block. It is usually evaluated through calibration procedures.
• Pdet.blur is a matrix that acts as a local blurring function applied to the sino-
gram. The blurring is due to the non-collinearity of the annihilation photons,
to the possibility that photons may be scattered from one crystal to another
or may penetrate through one or more crystals before being stopped, result-
ing in a mis-positioning of the detected photon. It is usually evaluated with
Monte Carlo simulations.
• Pattn is the matrix responsible for taking into account the effect of pho-
ton attenuation, since a substantial fraction of annihilation photons do not
reach the detector because of interactions within the patient body (primarily
Compton scattering).
• Pgeom contains the probability that the annihilation photons generated in
a certain voxel will be detected by a specific pair of detectors. Although
it might be extremely large, it is also very sparse with a high degree of
symmetry.
• Ppositron accounts for the positron range, the distance traveled by the positron
before annihilating.
2.2.3 Data model
The statistical distribution of each projection data around its mean value must be
modeled. The emission of positrons from a large number of radioactive nuclei
follows a Poisson distribution and, supposing that the detection of each photon
pair by the system is independent, then the sinogram data p are a collection of
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Poisson random variables. The probability that the random vector of Poisson
distributed photon counts (with mean value p¯i for each LOR) equals the collected
data p, provided an image f , is thus given by:
L(p| f ) =
M
∏
i=1
p¯pii e
− p¯i
pi!
[2.12]
2.2.4 MLEM
A fundamental ingredient of iterative algorithms is the cost function, that is to be
minimized or maximized to estimate the unknown image coefficients. The most
common principle for iterative reconstruction is the Maximum likelihood (ML) ap-
proach. Finally an algorithm is needed, that optimizes the cost function. One of
the most commonly used algorithms is MLEM (Maximum Likelihood - Expectation
Maximization), that was introduced by Dempster in 1977 [30] and first applied to
PET by Shepp & Vardi in 1982 [31]. MLEM searches an estimate of the tracer
distribution λ(x, y, z) which maximizes the probability of observing the actual de-
tector count data. Maximum likelihood estimators are convenient because they
yield unbiased, minimum variance estimates as the number of measurements in-
creases towards infinity, meaning that the expected value of the image estimate
approaches the true image (E(λ˜)→ λtrue).
The problem is to estimate the emission density from the projection data. A
mathematical model to describe this kind of problem is by defining xj as the
integral of λ(x, y, z) over the jth voxel, that is:
xj =
∫
voxel j
λ(x, y, z)dxdydz [2.13]
so that the Poisson distributed number nj with mean xj generated independently
in each box assumes the value k with probability given by:
P(nj = k) = e−xj
xkj
k!
[2.14]
Let the Poisson variable nij with unknown mean λij represent the unknown
emissions in the jth voxel that are detected in LOR i. The measured data are repre-
sented by the projections pi (i = 1...M), that are the total number of coincidences
counted along the ith LOR and may be denoted by:
pi =
N
∑
j=1
nij [2.15]
and, letting A represent the system matrix, supposed exactly known, and xj the
real number of photons emitted from voxel j:
λij = E(nij) = aijxj [2.16]
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The joint probability mass function of all Poisson distributed random variables
nij is:
Prob =∏
ij
e−λij
λ
nij
ij
nij!
=∏
ij
e−aijxj
(aijxj)nij
nij!
[2.17]
and the aim of the MLEM is to find the value of xj that maximizes it, i.e. maxi-
mizing the probability of observing the measured data.
It is useful to take logarithm of 2.17, obtaining:
log(Prob) =∑
ij
(nijln(aijxj)− aijxj)−∑
ij
ln(nij!) [2.18]
and since the aim of the algorithm is to find a maximum w.r.t. xj the final term
may be discarded. At this point the likelihood function to be maximized is:
L =∑
ij
(nijln(aijxj)− aijxj) [2.19]
and since the nij are random variables, the next step is to replace them with their
expected values, exploiting the available projection data pi and an estimate of xj
denominated by “current estimate”, xcurrentj :
E(nij|xcurrentj , pi) =
aijxcurrentj
∑
k
aikxcurrentk
pi [2.20]
After the substitution of [2.20] in [2.19] the derivative w.r.t. xj must be taken and
set to zero, eventually obtaining as a result a value for xj:
xnextj =
xcurrentj
∑
i
aij
∑
i
aij
pi
∑
k
aikxcurrentk
[2.21]
that is denoted by xnextj because it is obtained from the current one and will be
used in the next iteration of the algorithm [32].
2.2.5 OSEM
Ordered Subset - Expectation Maximization is an accelerated version of MLEM pro-
posed in 1994 by Hudson and Larkin [33], with the aim of reducing the reconstru-
cion time. In an OS-EM algorithm, the projection views are grouped in S different
sets (called subsets), then the MLEM algorithm is applied incorporating the data
from one subset only and goes through the subsets in a specified order. The image
is updated after each subset is considered:
xnextj =
xcurrentj
∑
i∈Sm
aij
∑
i∈Sm
aij
pi
∑
k
aikxcurrentk
[2.22]
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where Sm represents the mth subset of the data.
Empirically, the convergence is accelerated by a factor ' S with respect to
MLEM but the asymptotic convergence to the maximum likelihood estimator is no
longer garanteed, in effect the OSEM algorithm tends to cycle between S slighlty
different image estimates.
Iterative reconstruction methods are intrinsically independent from the 2D or
3D nature of the data, however the computational cost of fully 3D iterative al-
gorithms remains a major issue for some applications, that has led to the use of
hybrid algorithms that consist in rebinning 3D data in sets of ordinary sinograms,
then reconstructed using one of the 2D iterative algorithms.
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P O S I T R O N R A N G E M O D E L I N G
The range of positrons in tissue is one of the most important physical limitation
to spatial resolution in PET scanners. With the higher resolution of small animal
imaging systems and the increasing interest in using higher energy positron emit-
ters (such as Rubidium in cardiac imaging [34] [35]) it is important to take account
of range effects when designing image reconstruction methods.
The positron range distribution can be investigated either by Monte Carlo simu-
lations or experimental measurements and in this work of thesis the first approach
has been chosen. In this chapter the various density functions that may describe
the annihilation probability are presented, and the simulated data are validated
by means of reproducing the results reported in literature.
3.1 preliminary definitions
First of all the definitions of the probability density functions that will be used in
the next sections are introduced:
• point spread function (PSF): intensity function of the annihilation distribu-
tion projected onto a plane;
• 3D annihilation point probability density function, f (x, y, z): it represents
the probability of a positron emitted from the origin annihilating at point
(x, y, z). The f (x, y, z) for a homogeneous medium is isotropic, thus it is
only a function of the distance from the origin r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, so that
f (x, y, z) = f (r).
• 1D annihilation point probability density function, F(r): it represents the
probability of a positron emitted from the origin annihilating at any point
at a distance r , it is obtained from the f (r) using spherical coordinates and
integrating it over φ and θ.
3.2 gate simulation
In order to study the trend of the positron range annihilation distribution on
varying the isotope and the tissue, it is necessary to simulate positron trajectories
before annihilation and to calculate its end point coordinates in specific materials.
For this purpose simulations have been performed using GATE (Geant4 Applica-
tion for Tomographic Emission [36]), that is a Monte Carlo simulator very commonly
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used by the PET community. The underlying Geant4 [37] is a general purpose
Monte Carlo simulation package.
A source in GATE is defined by its particle type, position in the simulated
‘world’, direction, energy, activity and shape. The lifetime of a radioactive source
is usually obtained from the Geant4 database. The activity determines the de-
cay rate for a given source during the simulated acquisition time. Specifically
for simulating positron emission, GATE offers for the three commonly used beta
emitting radionuclides (18F, 11C,15O) the possibility of generating the positron
energy starting from the measured β spectra, parametrized in GATE according
to the Landolt–Börnstein tables [38], increasing the speed of the simulation by
bypassing the decay of radionuclides process used by Geant4. For all the other
radionuclides radioactive decay with secondary particle emission is performed by
the Geant4 radioactive decay module.
The electromagnetic interactions used in GATE are derived from Geant4. As
in the latter, GATE can use two different packages to simulate electromagnetic
processes: the standard energy package and the low energy package. Due to
the greater need of accurate models in biomedical applications the low energy
package is chosen: it models photon and electron interactions down to 250 eV and
includes Rayleigh scattering, although resulting in increased computing time.
3.2.1 Radioactive isotopes in different materials
To obtain the annihilation coordinates from which the positron range can be ex-
tracted, point-like beta emitting sources have been simulated at the center of a
10 cm radius sphere of the chosen material. Activity of the source and duration
of the acquisition have been set up with the aim of scoring 100, 000 events to be
analyzed.
The simulated materials are water (d = 1 gcm3 ), lung tissue (d = 0.26
g
cm3 ) and rib
bone (d = 1.92 gcm3 ), defined in the GATE material database file that contains all
parameters required by Geant4 to calculate the interaction cross-sections.
As a first validation of the reliability of the simulated data, the mean range has
been evaluated for various isotopes and the obtained values are reported in Table
4.
Isotope 18F 11C 68Ga 15O
Water 0.48 0.91 2.53 2.17
Lung 1.87 3.53 9.8 8.4
Rib bone 0.25 0.48 1.3 1.15
Table 4: Mean positron range (mm)
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In the following figures simulated data relative to the 18F source in water are
displayed: Figure 13a is a two-dimensional scatter plot of the annihilation coor-
dinates of the positron emitted by a 18F point source in water and Figure 13b is
a one dimensional histogram of the x annihilation coordinates. In Figure 14 the
shape of the histogram of the x coordinates is shown for 18F for the three different
materials.
(a) Positron annihilation coordinates in water projected
onto a plane.
(b) Histogram of x coordinates.
Figure 13: Calculated distribution of positron annihilation coordinates for 18F in water.
Figure 14: Number of counts with respect to the x coordinate, normalized to 1 at zero
distance, for 18F in water, lung tissue and rib bone.
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3.3 psf measurement by derenzo
Precision measurement of the annihilation point spread distribution was accu-
rately performed by Derenzo [39]: by placing sources of 11C, 68Ga and 82Sr in
cylinders of polyurethane foam the annihilation point spread distributions are en-
larged by factors of 20 to 50 times compared to those occurring in water or human
tissue. Placing the same sources in aluminum cylinders range effects are approx-
imately suppressed thus allowing to evaluate the effects of all other sources of
spatial broadening, except that of positron range. The sources were situated in a
Circular Positron Coincidence Tomograph that performed the integral of positron an-
nihilations, whose sum represented the intensity function of the annihilation dis-
tribution projected onto a plane (PSF). This procedure permits to approximately
isolate the positron range effect from all the others.
Letting p(r) be the PSF in foam and f (r) that in metal, defining with q(r) the
PSF including only positron range effects it results that:
p(r) =
∫ ∞
−∞
q(|r′|) f (|r− r′|)dr′ [3.1]
that is the convolution of the two PSFs.
Derenzo suggested a sum of exponential as a fit to the data:
q(r) = Ae−
r
r1 + (1− A)e− rr2 [3.2]
and obtained for a few isotopes the parameters presented in Table 5.
Isotope 18F 11C 68Ga 82Rb
A (mm) 0.851 0.905 0.808 0.873
r1 (mm) 0.054 0.058 0.166 0.222
r2 (mm) 0.254 0.440 1.15 2.55
(a) Best fit parameters.
Isotope 18F 11C 68Ga 82Rb
FWHM (mm) 0.13 0.13 0.31 0.42
FWTM (mm) 0.38 0.39 1.6 1.9
rms (mm) 0.23 0.39 1.2 2.6
2.35× rms 0.54 0.92 2.8 6.1
(b) PSF.
Table 5: Measured projected range distributions [39].
In the last line of 5b the contribution of the positron range to the resolution
formula [1.10] is shown.
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3.3.1 Validation of simulated data
To verify the trend proposed by Derenzo, the PSF has been extracted from the
simulated data: projecting the annihilation points onto a plane (that is, “integrat-
ing”over one of the three coordinates, making a two-dimensional histogram of the
other two coordinates), the number of counts are plotted with respect to the dis-
tance from the center (where the source is placed). In Figure 16 the annihilation
PSF for 11C is displayed, together with the exponential fit. The parameters ob-
tained for the various isotopes are reported in Table 6 and are in good agreement
with the ones reported in [40] except for the 18F.
Figure 15: Annihilation distribution projected onto a plane for 11C in water.
From simulated data Derenzo
Isotope 18F 11C 68Ga 82Rb 18F 11C 68Ga 82Rb
A (mm) 0.93 0.91 0.81 0.76 0.851 0.905 0.808 0.873
r1 (mm) 0.056 0.063 0.17 0.29 0.054 0.058 0.166 0.222
r2 (mm) 0.3 0.43 1.12 2.25 0.254 0.440 1.15 2.55
Table 6: Fit parameters obtained for the exponential function, together with the ones
reported by Derenzo.
3.4 1D positron range distribution
Starting from the simulated annihilation coordinates the three-dimensional anni-
hilation density can be extracted and in 1992 Palmer and Brownell [41] proposed
a method to approximate it using a Gaussian function. Since a positron typically
interacts with a great number of electrons before reaching thermal energy, un-
dergoing a small number of collisions that could involve large scattering angles,
its trajectory is tortuous and the particle direction and position are nearly inde-
pendent of its initial direction of motion. Considering these conditions they pro-
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pose to treat the problem as if the positrons behave diffusively, thus they expect
the equilibrium particle density resulting from a point source of monoenergetic
positrons to be represented by a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution centered
at the origin:
Fm(r; Ei) ≈ 1
(
√
2piσ)3
e−r
2/2σ2 [3.3]
where σ = σ(Ei) is the standard deviation and it is function of the initial energy,
therefore the overall three-dimensional annihilation density for a point-source
beta emitter is given by the integral over the specific energy spectrum:
F(r) =
∫ E0
0
Fm(r; Ei)N(Ei)dEi [3.4]
where N(Ei) represents the probability that the positron initial energy lies in the
interval (Ei, Ei + dEi). Exploiting the results presented in [42], a semi-empirical
expression is used to relate the positron range to its initial energy:
Rex ≈ b1E
2
i
b2 + Ei
[3.5]
where b1 and b2 are empirical constants that depend on the atomic weight and
atomic number of the material taken into account. Finally they approximate the
standard deviation with:
σ(Ei) ≈ Rex(Ei)2 [3.6]
In [43] the 1D annihilation density distributions are fitted with Gaussian func-
tions, since this approach allows for easy and fast implementation as it only re-
quires storage of the fitting coefficients:
F(r) ≈ A0 exp
(
− (r− A1)
2
2A22
)
[3.7]
3.4.1 Validation of simulated data
Starting from the simulated data, Gaussian fits have been performed for different
isotope-media combination, in order to reproduce the parameters reported in [43].
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Figure 16: 1D positron range distribution for 18F,11C, 13N and 15O in water, together with
the Gaussian fitted functions.
Water Lung Rib bone
F C O N F C O F C O
A0 2.25 0.77 0.27 0.48 0.576 0.2 0.068 5.096 1.59 0.5
A1 (mm) −0.75 −0.34 1.19 0.12 −2.9 −1.45 4.74 −0.48 −0.28 0.54
A2 (mm) 0.89 1.32 2.126 1.59 3.48 5.2 8.14 0.49 0.73 1.16
Table 7: Fitting coefficients values of Gaussian functions fitted to the 1D positron range
distributions obtained from simulated data.
Water Lung Rib bone
F C O N F C O F C O
A0 0.64 0.073 0.025 0.046 0.459 0.027 0.006 0.91 0.145 0.05
A1 (mm) −1.97 −0.301 1.24 0.22 −12.037 −5.694 5.28 −0.85 −0.19 0.61
A2 (mm) 1.22 1.34 2.16 1.57 5.59 7.05 7.89 0.59 0.71 1.13
Table 8: Fitting coefficients values of Gaussian functions reported in [43].
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The obtained A0 parameters are approximately ten times bigger than the ones
reported in [43], probably due to a different normalization of the number of
counts. The agreement of the values of A1 and A2 is approximately good for
all isotopes except for the 18F, likely because it is the isotope presenting the most
peaked distribution, leading to a great dependence of the finally shape of the
distribution on the number of bins used to obtain the profiles.
On the whole the simulated data yielded results close to what is found in litera-
ture, especially given the fact that the obtained parameters for the Derenzo fit are
in good agreement with the experimental ones, thus they will considered reliable
and used in the rest of this thesis.
3.5 3D positron range distribution
In order to take into account the blurring caused in the reconstruction by the
positron range, one needs to consider the three-dimensional annihilation probabil-
ity density function (PDF), f (x, y, z), that represents the probability of a positron
emitted from the origin annihilating at point (x, y, z), whereas the one-dimensional
PDF represents the probability of it annihilating at a distance r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
[44]. As previously mentioned, the f (r) and F(r) are related to each other by the
following relation:
F(r) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
f (r) r2dφdθ = 4pir2 f (r) [3.8]
The three dimensional f (r) is thus obtained by normalizing the 1D annihilation
density by the surface area of the sphere at each location:
f (r) =
F(r)
4pir2
[3.9]
The f (r) relative to the various isotopes are shown in Figure 17 and fits per-
formed on them will be presented in 4.3.1.
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Figure 17: 3D annihilation PDF for 18F, 15O, 68Ga and 82Rb in water.
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A N A LY T I C A L A N D F U L LY M O N T E C A R L O K E R N E L
Within iterative image reconstruction there are two main methods to include
positron range correction in the reconstruction process: through the introduc-
tion of the positron range effect directly into the system matrix (as previously
explained in section 2.2.2) or by means of using specific kernels to evaluate a
blurring of the image in the forward projection. Nevertheless the first approach
implies great computational demands and, considering the possibility of taking
into account even the differences due to inhomogeneities, the model would need
to be re-evaluated every time, depending on the composition of the object.
In this thesis the second method is implemented and the generation of two
different kinds of kernel will be illustrated in the following sections. The kernels
are calculated for four positron emitting isotopes frequently used in PET imaging
(18F, 15O, 68Ga and 82Rb), considering their behaviour in water.
4.1 blurring kernel
To take into account the blurring effect caused in PET images by the positron
range, a blurring can be added on the object during the forward projection:
xnextj =
xcurrentj
∑
i
aij
∑
i
aij
pi
∑
k
aik x˜currentk
[4.1]
where x˜currentk is the object blurred through a convolution process by a kernel ρ,
that represents the 3D annihilation density [45]:
x˜currentk ≡ xcurrentk ⊗ ρ ≡
∑h xcurrentk−h ρh
∑h ρh
[4.2]
therefore in [2.21] the xcurrentk is replaced by [4.2].
The blurring kernel is a three dimensional matrix whose dimensions, in terms
of number of voxels, depend on the isotope-medium combination, on the size
of the image voxel and on user defined cut-offs. Its elements ρijk represent the
probability that the positron has been emitted in its center (that is, within the
volume corresponding to the central kernel element) and has undergone annihila-
tion within the volume corresponding to the element defined by the coordinates
(i, j, k), therefore its values depend on the distance between the center and all its
elements.
The kernel values can be directly obtained from Monte Carlo simulations, from
which annihilations coordinates can be easily extracted, or using the three dimen-
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sional f (r), that yields all the needed probabilities once the distances between the
center and all the elements have been evaluated.
Since image voxels have a finite volume, in evaluating the probability that a
positron is emitted in voxel a = (ia, ja, ka) and annihilates in voxel b = (ib, jb, kb), it
has to be taken into account that the positron might have been emitted everywhere
inside the starting voxel volume, as well as it might have annihilated everywhere
inside the arrival voxel volume. For this reason voxels are divided into subvoxels
and the overall probability P(va → vb) that the positron departed from voxel va
and annihilated within voxel vb is given by:
P(va → vb) =∑
l,m
P(va,l → vb,m) [4.3]
that is the sum of the probabilities of all the possible combinations of departure
subvoxel l within voxel va and arrival subvoxel m in voxel vb.
4.2 fully monte carlo kernel
The previously described GATE simulations provide annihilations coordinates of
positrons departing from a point-like source, fixed at the origin of the reference
system. In order to consider the uncertainty of the exact point of positron emission
inside the departing voxel other simulations have been specifically performed,
in which the point-like source is placed in sequence in correspondence of the
subvoxel centers of the central voxel.
The number of subvoxels in which voxels are divided depends on the isotope
and is the same along all the three dimensions (e.g. if the chosen number is 5,
the voxel will be divided on the whole in 5 × 5 × 5 subvoxels). The numbers
of subvoxels have been chosen for each isotope considering the computational
time requested by the simulations and the mean range, since for a shorter mean
range more subvoxels are recommended to better evaluate the region around the
emitting isotope. The chosen numbers are reported in Table 9.
Isotope nx × ny × nz
82Rb 5× 5× 5
15O 10× 10× 10
68Ga 10× 10× 10
18F 15× 15× 15
Table 9: Number of subvoxels in the three dimensions for each isotope.
Defining with (lx, ly, lz) the sizes of the image voxel and with n = nx = ny = nz
the number of subvoxels, so that the subvoxel sizes are
(
lx
n ,
ly
n ,
lz
n
)
, the setup of
the simulations used to obtain the fully Monte Carlo kernel is the following: the
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point-like source is iteratively placed in the center of each of the n3 subvoxels s of
the central element, whose centers have coordinates (sx,i, sy,j, sz,k) defined by:
sx,i = − lx2 + lx2n + i ∗ lxn i = 0...n− 1
sy,j = − ly2 +
ly
2n + j ∗
ly
n j = 0...n− 1
sz,k = − lz2 + lz2n + k ∗ lzn k = 0...n− 1
[4.4]
and the annihilation coordinates are stored all together. In this way the ac-
tual situation is reproduced, since in voxelizing the space the information on the
precise point of positron emission is lost.
Once obtained, all the annihilation coordinates have in turn to be voxelized:
the value of the kernel element ρijk corresponds to the number of events that have
fallen in its volume normalized by the total number of events.
The sizes of the kernel depend on the characteristics of the images provided
by the scanner in use, in this thesis the image voxel size is 0.42 × 0.42 × 0.855
mm3 (see Chapter 5) and as a cutoff on the dimension it has been chosen to cover
a volume corresponding to twice the calculated mean range departing from the
center in all directions. In other words, if the center of the kernel is placed in
(0, 0, 0) the events e that are comprised in the kernel total volume are those that
have coordinates that satisfy the following conditions:

xe ∈ [−2 ·mean range, 2 ·mean range]
ye ∈ [−2 ·mean range, 2 ·mean range]
ze ∈ [−2 ·mean range, 2 ·mean range]
[4.5]
so that defining with (Lx, Ly, Lz) and with (Nx, Ny, Nz), respectively, the total
dimensions of the kernel and the number of voxels:

Lx ≈ 4 ·mean range −→ Nx = Lxlx
Ly ≈ 4 ·mean range −→ Ny = Lyly
Lz ≈ 4 ·mean range −→ Nz = Lzlz
[4.6]
Another constraint on the number of voxels along the three directions is that it
should be odd, so that the central element is actually situated in (0, 0, 0) and the
kernel can be centered at each image voxel during the convolution process.
The sizes of the kernel evaluated for each of the four isotopes are displayed in
Table 10, together with the percentage of events that have been excluded since hav-
ing coordinates that did not fit in the allowed intervals [4.5]. Since some events
fall outside the volume covered by the kernel the sum of its elements does not
reach unity, a normalization is then performed so as to achieve an overall annihi-
lation probability equal to 1.
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As an example, considering the kernel matrix as a sequence of 2D planes com-
posed by Nx × Ny voxels, in Figure 18 and 19 the central slices and the two con-
secutive ones are displayed for 68Ga and 82Rb, and in Figure 20 the central slices
and the first consecutive are displayed for 18F and 15O.
Isotope Nx × Ny × Nz %
82Rb 55× 55× 27 0.7
15O 23× 23× 11 1.9
68Ga 25× 25× 13 2.1
18F 7× 7× 3 0.9
Table 10: Number of voxels in the three dimensions for each isotope.
(a) 68Ga: 7th slice, that is the
central one.
(b) 68Ga: 8th ≡ 6th slice. (c) 68Ga: 9th ≡ 5th slice.
Figure 18: 2D planes of the Monte Carlo kernel evaluated for 68Ga, corresponding on the
z direction to the central and two consecutive slices, moving outward from the
center.
(a) 82Rb: 14th slice, that is the
central one.
(b) 82Rb: 15th ≡ 13th slice. (c) 82Rb: 16th ≡ 12th slice.
Figure 19: 2D planes of the Monte Carlo kernel evaluated for 82Rb, corresponding on the
z direction to the central and two consecutive slices, moving outward from the
center.
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(a) 18F: 2th slice, that is the cen-
tral one.
(b) 18F: 1th ≡ 3th slice.
(c) 15O: 6th slice, that is the cen-
tral one .
(d) 15O: 7th ≡ 5th slice.
Figure 20: 2D planes of the Monte Carlo kernel evaluated for 18F and 15O, corresponding
on the z direction to the central and the consecutive slices, moving outward
from the center.
4.2.1 Kernel symmetrization
To further improve the kernel symmetry, since the annihilation probability is
isotropic, all the values corresponding to matrix elements equidistant from the
center are averaged:
ρijk(d) =
∑ ρijk(d′ = d)
number of equidistant elements
[4.7]
where d and d′ are the distances between the elements and the center of the
kernel
(
d =
√
s2x + s2y + s2z
)
. In Figure 21 and 22 the kernel obtained for 15O is
displayed with a colored look-up-table, before and after the symmetrization pro-
cess, showing that with the proposed method the desired effect is obtained.
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(a) Central slice (b) 7th slice (c) 8th slice
Figure 21: Oxygen kernel before simmetrization.
(a) Central slice (b) 7th slice (c) 8th slice
Figure 22: Oxygen kernel after simmetrization.
4.3 analytical kernel
To evaluate the Monte Carlo kernel annihilations coordinates are needed in order
to perform the discretization process that eventually yields the desired 3D matrix.
Since kernel values and sizes depend on the size of the image voxels, this means
that they should be resampled anew when using different detectors, starting from
the simulations of the chosen isotope-medium combination from which to extract
the needed positron end point coordinates. Having the probability density func-
tion of the positron range in a continuous analytical form allows to perform the
resampling in a much easier and faster way, that is without the need of the simu-
lated annihilations coordinates.
To be able to calculate the probabilities as proposed in [4.3] the 3D annihilation
distribution function f (r) is used, since it provides the probability that a positron
will annihilate at a location (x, y, z) when it has been originated at the site (0, 0, 0).
As previously showed in 3.5, the 3D annihilation distribution is formed by nor-
malizing the 1D annihilation density by the surface area of the sphere at each
location.
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Presuming the existence of a function that fits the f (r), the probability that
a positron departs from a subvoxel centered in (x1, y1, z1) and annihilates in a
subvoxel centered in (x2, y2, z2) depends only on the distance between the two
centers and can be estimated by:
P(subv1 → subv2) = f (x1 − x2, y1 − y2, z1 − z2)× δ2v [4.8]
In [4.8] the value of the f (r) in correspondence to the distance between the
points is multiplied by the volume of the departure subvoxel and the volume
of the arrival subvoxel (since the positron may leave from anywhere within the
departure voxel and annihilate anywhere within the arrival subvoxel).
The kernel values ρij , representing the probability that the positron originates
in voxel i and annihilates in voxel j, may then be evaluated with the following:
ρij =
∑k ∑l f (x
(k)
i − x(l)j , y(k)i − y(l)j , z(k)i − z(l)j )δ2v
nδv
[4.9]
where δv is the subvoxel volume, n is the number of subvoxels and the summa-
tions are over the subvoxels k of the starting voxel i and over the subvoxels l of
the arrival voxel j.
The value ρij therefore takes into account the probability of the positron de-
parting from different points (precisely, the centers of the subvoxels) within the
departing voxel and annihilating in different points within the arrival voxel.
4.3.1 Fitted Functions
The f (r) are obtained by the F(r) as reported in [3.9] and are displayed in Figure
17. Two different functions have been used to fit the simulated data:
f (r) ≈ f1(r) = a1e−b1r + c1e−d1r [4.10]
f (r) ≈ f2(r) = (a2r + c2)−b2 [4.11]
The fitting has been performed with the Curve Fitting Toolbox provided by
Matlab [46], which uses the nonlinear least-squares formulation to fit a nonlinear
model to data.
Since the profiles of the 1D annihilation distribution are obtained through a
binning process of the annihilation coordinates, a check has been made on varying
the number of bins. As it can be seen in Figure 23, the binning does not seem to
considerably affect the overall distribution shape, but nevertheless, being f (r) a
cusp-like function, the values obtained for the f (r) points closer to the origin
are highly dependent on the binning and influence the parameters returned by
the fits. The parameters of [4.10] and [4.11] therefore do not have a strict physical
meaning but only serve as a means to reproduce the trend of the distribution. The
binning of the positron ranges has been performed with 100 bins for all isotopes.
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(a) 1D annihilation probability density function. (b) 3D annihilation probability density function derived
from (a).
Figure 23: PDFs of 68Ga on varying the positron range binning.
The parameters obtained from the fits are reported in Table 11. In Figure 24
and Figure 25 the 3D f (r) and the two fitted functions are displayed in a semilog-
arithmic plot, so as to highlight the differences.
Isotope a1 b1(mm−1) c1 d1(mm−1) a2(mm−1) b2 c2
82Rb 1.083 13.37 0.0478 1.793 20.93 1.64 0.023
15O 37.79 32.55 1.001 4.936 7.35 2.00 0.00007
68Ga 11.92 26.74 0.5492 4.027 9.34 1.763 0.03
18F 3311 116.3 105.3 21.36 3.25 2.18 0.005
Table 11: Fitted parameters.
(a) 3D PDF and f1(r) fitted function. (b) 3D PDF and f2(r) fitted function.
Figure 24
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(a) 3D PDF and f1(r) fitted function. (b) 3D PDF and f2(r) fitted function.
(c) 3D PDF and f1(r) fitted function. (d) 3D PDF and f2(r) fitted function.
(e) 3D PDF and f1(r) fitted function. (f) 3D PDF and f2(r) fitted function.
Figure 25
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Even though both the fitted functions show a good agreement with the f (r) in
correspondence to the area close to the origin, f1(r) soon starts to underestimate
the f (r). For this reason the f2(r) has finally been chosen to be used in [4.9].
4.3.2 Calculation of Analytical Kernel
The evaluation of the analytical kernel has been performed by means of a C++
program that gets as an input a file containing the following informations:
• name of the isotope
• name of the medium
• number of voxels (Nx, Ny, Nz)
• number of subvoxels (nx, ny, nz)
• dimensions of the image voxel (lx, ly, lz)
and produces as an output the desired matrix, that will have dimensions equal
to (Nx, Ny, Nz).
In this work of thesis only kernels relative to water have been calculated, but
the C++ program written to produce them may also be used to evaluate kernels
relative to other media, since it would be sufficient to perform once and for all
the fit with the proposed function f2(r) on data deriving form simulations of
the desired isotope-medium combination, and consequently insert them in the
program. The parameters of the fitted functions have to be calculated just once
therefore eliminating the need of performing simulations every time depending
on the scanner specifications.
This method is thus easily adaptable to various requirements and provides a
faster way of producing the blurring kernel, taking into account its dependence
on the characteristics of the image voxels of the specific scanner in use.
In Figure 26, 27 and 28 the analytical kernels for the four isotopes are displayed.
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(a) 68Ga: 7th slice, that is the
central one.
(b) 68Ga: 8th ≡ 6th slice. (c) 68Ga: 9th ≡ 5th slice.
(d) 15O: 6th slice, that is the cen-
tral one.
(e) 15O: 5th ≡ 7th slice. (f) 15O: 4th ≡ 8th slice.
Figure 26: 2D planes of the analytical kernel evaluated for 68Ga and 15O, corresponding
on the z direction to the central slice and the two consecutive, moving outward
from the center.
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(a) 82Rb: 14th slice, that is the
central one.
(b) 82Rb: 13th ≡ 15th slice.
(c) 82Rb: 12th ≡ 16th slice. (d) 82Rb: 11th ≡ 17th slice.
Figure 27: 2D planes of the analytical kernel evaluated for 82Rb , corresponding on the z
direction to the central slice and the three consecutive, moving outward from
the center.
(a) 18F: 2th slice, that is the cen-
tral one.
(b) 18F: 1th ≡ 3th slice.
Figure 28: 2D planes of the analytical kernel evaluated for 18F , corresponding on the z
direction to the central slice and the first consecutive, moving outward from
the center.
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4.3.3 Comparison between kernels
Once the two kinds of kernel have been calculated for each isotope, a comparison
can be made for the purpose of evaluating whether there are great differences.
(a) Fully Monte Carlo kernel. (b) Analytical kernel.
Figure 29: Central slice of the two kernels relative to 68Ga.
As shown in Figure 29 the analytical kernel is more spatially extended than
the Monte Carlo one, due to the over-estimation of the fitted function over the
f (r) tail, that therefore yields values higher than the simulated ones far from the
center. Performing the division point to point of the analytical over the Monte
Carlo kernel, the obtained result is that displayed in Figure 30, with a gray scale
in which black corresponds to zero. The division image exhibits the expected
trend, being wither in the outer zones (i.e. the value of the division is higher)
where the analytical values are greater than the Monte Carlo ones.
Figure 30: Central slice of the division between the analytical and the Monte Carlo kernel.
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4.3.4 Positron range matrix
In iterative reconstruction the system matrix should consider all of the physics
processes that are at the base of data production and the positron range effect
should in principle be included in it. This solution would lead to the generation
of a huge matrix (Nvoxel ×Nvoxel) that depends both on the radiotracer isotope and
on the tissue of different voxels, for this reason it has not been implemented in our
reconstruction process in favor of blurring the image before forward projecting
it. Nonetheless, exploiting the probabilities evaluated in the production of the
analytical kernel, a Prange of reduced sizes has been calculated as an exemplifying
attempt.
The elements of the positron range matrix Pij represent the probability that the
positron departed from voxel i and annihilated in voxel j, that is exactly what is
described in [4.3], reported here for clarity:
P(i→ j) =∑
l,m
P(vi,l → vj,m) [4.12]
Since calculating the probabilities between voxels more distant than a certain
range results in values very close to zero, a cutoff has been put in order to reduce
the computation time, setting by default:
Pij = 0 if |−→ri −−→rj | > 2 ·mean range [4.13]
In Figure 31 the Prange evaluated for 68Ga for a fictitious image composed by
10× 10× 5 voxels is shown. To understand the meaning of the displayed matrix
it is necessary to describe the used indexing: the voxels are enumerated from 1
to Nvox × Nvox, starting from the upper left corner of the first slice (i.e. the first
element of the first 2D matrix) and then continuing until the end of the first row,
then moving to the second row and continuing always from left to right. At the
end of the first slice, the indexing proceeds in the same way with the second
slice. In Table 12a an example of a 2D matrix is shown with the relative indexing,
whereas the matrix whose elements represent the pair of departing and arrival
voxel between which the probability is evaluated is shown in Table 12b.
Starting from Table 12b the pattern shown by Figure 31 seems reasonable: in
correspondence with the diagonal higher values are obtained since the positron
most likely annihilates very close to its starting point, resulting in a greater prob-
ability of annihilating within the volume in which it originated. Following the
elements of a row of Table 12b the probabilities decrease as far as the element
corresponding to the pair (1, 4) is reached; in other words: the value correspond-
ing to the pair (1, 3) is smaller than that of (1, 4), since the voxel (4) is nearer to
(1) than (3), and this explains the periodicity shown by the values displayed in
Figure 31.
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1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
(a)
(1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (1, 4) (1, 5) (1, 6) (1, 7) (1, 8) (1, 9)
(2, 1) (2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (2, 5) (2, 6) (2, 7) (2, 8) (2, 9)
(3, 1) (3, 2) (3, 3) (3, 4) (3, 5) (3, 6) (3, 7) (3, 8) (3, 9)
(4, 1) (4, 2) (4, 3) (4, 4) (4, 5) (4, 6) (4, 7) (4, 8) (4, 9)
(5, 1) (5, 2) (5, 3) (5, 4) (5, 5) (5, 6) (5, 7) (5, 8) (5, 9)
(6, 1) (6, 2) (6, 3) (6, 4) (6, 5) (6, 6) (6, 7) (6, 8) (6, 9)
(7, 1) (7, 2) (7, 3) (7, 4) (7, 5) (7, 6) (7, 7) (7, 8) (7, 9)
(8, 1) (8, 2) (8, 3) (8, 4) (8, 5) (8, 6) (8, 7) (8, 8) (8, 9)
(9, 1) (9, 2) (9, 3) (9, 4) (9, 5) (9, 6) (9, 7) (9, 8) (9, 9)
(b)
Table 12: Example of a 2D matrix with the relative indexing (a); structure of the corre-
sponding matrix of probabilities (b).
Figure 31: Positron matrix evaluated for 68Ga for a fictitious image composed by
10× 10× 5 voxels.
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Figure 32: Close up of the upper left corner of Figure 31.
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P E T S C A N N E R A N D I M A G E R E C O N S T R U C T I O N
The data on which the filtering process has been validated in this thesis are rel-
ative to real and simulated acquisitions of a preclinical PET/CT system, whose
images can be reconstructed with both sinogram based 2D-FBP and LOR based
3D MLEM with either multy-ray-based or partially Monte Carlo based system
matrix [47]. Realtive to this work of thesis, the images are reconstructed with the
3D MLEM multy-ray-based system matrix.
5.1 pet component design
The PET component of the scanner consists of 16 modular detectors arranged in
two octagonal rings. The FOV (Field Of View) has 95 mm axial coverage and a
diameter of 80 mm. Each module comprises a LYSO:Ce matrix of 26× 27 = 702
crystals of 1.6× 1.6× 12 mm3 with a pitch of about 1.7 mm directly coupled to a
64 anodes PMT (Hamamatsu H8500). The spatial resolution, measured as FWHM
(Full Width at Half Maximum) on single slice rebinning/filtered backprojection-
reconstructed images is about 1.5 mm at the center of the FOV [48].
The PET system also features the possibility to perform rotational acquisitions
where data are acquired at several angular positions while the PET ring spins
around the object.
5.2 image representation and reconstruction
The reconstructed images are defined as a one-dimensional vector λ ∈ RN , where
N = 201 × 201 × 120 = 4848120 represents the number of voxels. The size of
each voxel is 0.42× 0.42× 0.855 mm3 (∆x,∆y,∆z), and the used basis functions
are rectangular:
bi(r) =
{
1 |rx − xj| < ∆x/2, |ry − yj| < ∆y/2, |rz − zj| < ∆z/2
0 otherwise
[5.1]
where r ∈ RN and (xi, yi, zi) are the coordinates of the center of the voxel bj. By
means of these basis functions, the image λ may then be defined as a function of
r as follows:
Λ(r) =
N
∑
i=i
λibi(r)) [5.2]
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The reconstruction approach is to calculate the system model P only for one
angular positions and obtaining the others by rotating the image, exploiting the
redundancies of the scanner geometry.
To rotate the image the operator Rα is defined , that rotates the image to a
specific angle α around the z axis by rotating the coordinates of the basis functions
bi: xαiyαi
zαi
 =
cos α − sin α 0sin α cos α 0
0 0 1

xiyi
zi

similarly, to rotate the image backwards the transposed operator RαT is em-
ployed, and (Rα)T = R−α [49].
5.2.1 ML-EM algorithm
The basis of the reconstruction algorithm used to obtain images from the PET
scanner acquisitions is the standard ML-EM algorithm [31], and it makes use of
a LOR-based parameterization of the data. The projection data (nd,α
′
) are accumu-
lated as well as the random coincidences (rd,α
′
) for every angular position α′, for
every detector head pair d and for every LOR m separately, avoiding a rebinning
of the data. The system model is computed only for one angular position and the
image volume is rotated during the reconstruction. As an interpolation method
for the rotation operation the cubic B-splines are used.
In order to formulate the algorithm the definitions of forward projection and
backprojection are needed: letting P ∈ RM×N be the system matrix, where M is the
number of LORs generated by a detector pair, the forward projection for a single
angular detector position is defined as the vector with components:
(Pλ)j =
N
∑
i=1
Pijλi for j = 1, ..., M [5.3]
and the backprojection for a single detector pair d and a single angular position
α as the vector with the components:
(PTnd,α
′
)i =
M
∑
j=1
Pijnjd,α
′
for i = 1, ..., N [5.4]
A sensitivity image s ∈ RN , that contains the probabilities that two annihila-
tions photons originating from a certain image voxel are detected by the scanner,
is used to correct for several blurring effects and is defined by the following:
s =
Dp
∑
d=1
Lα
∑
α′=1
R−α1(PThd,α
′
) [5.5]
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where Dp and Lα are respectively the total number of detector pairs and of
angular positions. The vectors hd,α
′ ∈ RM are defined as hd,α′j = h¯d,α
′
j · h˜d,α
′
j . The
first factor represents corrections for the different crystal efficiencies and geomet-
rical factors, it is obtained acquiring the number of counts of a planar source for
each LOR for a single angular position and then dividing them by the correspond-
ing number of counts resulted from a planar source simulated using the system
model. The second factor represents attenuation correction coefficients but in the
images reconstructed in this thesis is not implemented.
Recalling the standard formulation of the MLEM algorithm given in [2.21], the
algorithm used in this thesis is the following [47]:
λnextj =
λcurrentj
s
Dp
∑
d=1
Lα
∑
α′=1
R−α
′
PT nd,α′
P(Rα′λcurrent) + rd,α
′
hd,α′
 [5.6]
System matrix
The system matrix used in [5.6] is obtained by means of the multi-ray method,
which can be considered as a hybrid method to set up the system model offline. It
incorporates accurate analytical considerations as well as crystal depth and crystal
scatter effects, and its idea is to model the LORs by tracing rays from integration
points in one detector through the image space towards the integration points of
the opposite detector (the integration points are the ray-end points). By simulating
the LORs the matrix element Pm,v is obtained, that is equal to the probability that
a positron emitted in voxel v is detected in LOR m connecting two crystal pixels a
and b located in two planar detectors Da and Db respectively, where each detector
consists of many crystal pixels [47].
In the case of the scanner in use each detector head is composed of 26 × 27
pixels and regarded as in coincidence with six heads in front of it, resulting in 48
independent detector pairs. As a result the number of LORs is given by:
M = (26× 27)2 × 48 = 23654592 [5.7]
5.3 simulated acquisitions
In order to highlight the result that the blurring of the forward projected image
has on the resolution of the final reconstructed images, simulations of sources
with a particular geometry have been performed using GATE. This simulation
toolkit allows to simulate the entire setup of a PET scanner (see Figure 33), con-
senting to produce simulated acquisitions of user defined sources.
Among the possible source distribution, the Plane one has been chosen so as
to simulate two-dimensional rings of the four isotopes under consideration. The
simulated rings have outer radius of 1.5 cm and inner radius of 1.45 cm, as it can
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bee seen in Figure 34, they are put into water and placed in the center of the FOV.
Activity of the sources and duration of the acquisitions have been set up with the
aim of scoring 15 millions of detected coincidences.
Figure 33: View of the PET scanner geometry simulated by GATE.
Figure 34: 68Ga two-dimensional ring.
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Figure 35: 68Ga histogram of the simulated detected events.
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R E C O N S T R U C T I O N R E S U LT S
In this chapter the results obtained using the blurring kernels previously de-
scribed are presented. The performances of the two different kernels (fully Monte
Carlo and analytical) are evaluated on simulated acquisitions and finally on a real
acquisition of a 68Ga point-like source. The examined parameters are the FWHM
(Full Width at Half Maximum) and the FWTM (Full Width at Tenth Maximum), with
respect to the iteration number, of the profiles obtained from the reconstructed
images, both in the radial and axial direction.
6.1 reconstructed images of ring sources
The data coming from the simulated acquisitions previously described have been
reconstructed with the MLEM iterative algorithm with and without the blurring
of the forward projected image, and the resulting final images have then been
compared.
Recalling that the total voxels along the three directions are 201× 201× 120, the
reconstructed images are displayed as a sequence composed of 120 slices along
the z-axis, whose dimensions are 201× 201. Since for each isotope the ring has
been placed with its center in the center of the FOV, the activity distribution is
better evaluated in correspondence to the central slice, that is the 60th, therefore
the following images showing the rings are relative to this slice.
The reconstructed images of the GATE simulated data are shown in Figures 36,
37, 38 and 39: the first on the left is relative to the reconstruction without blurring
kernel, the central image is the result of the implementation of the Monte Carlo
kernel and the last one of the analytical kernel. All the displayed images are
relative to the 100th iteration of the MLEM algorithm.
Already at first sight it can be seen that the use of the positron range compen-
sation yields sharper boundary definition.
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(a) No kernel (b) Monte Carlo kernel (c) Analytical kernel
Figure 36: Fluorine ring.
(a) No kernel (b) Monte Carlo kernel (c) Analytical kernel
Figure 37: Oxygen ring.
(a) No kernel (b) Monte Carlo kernel (c) Analytical kernel
Figure 38: Gallium ring.
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(a) No kernel (b) Monte Carlo kernel (c) Analytical kernel
Figure 39: Rubidium ring.
6.2 analysis
To evaluate quantitatively the potential of the proposed method to take account
of the positron range, profiles have been traced through the ring sources in the
transaxial plane, and the FWHM and FWTM of one of the two peaks relative to
the ring activity (see Figure 40) have been analyzed in images reconstructed with
and without the positron range compensation. For each isotope a ROI (Region Of
Interest) has been selected, using ImageJ [50], on the 60th axial slice of the 100th
iteration of the three reconstructed images (without kernel and with the two dif-
ferent kernels) and the profile has been extracted. For a rectangular selection the
profile corresponds to a ‘column average plot’, where the x axis represents the
horizontal distance through the selection and the y axis the vertically averaged
pixel intensity.
(a) ROI selection (b) Extracted profile
Figure 40: Example of ROI selection and profile.
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The chosen ROI is a rectangle centered in the center of the ring, of 100 pix-
els width and height that depends on the isotope. Taking inspiration from the
NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association [51]) quality standard, the
height of the ROI has been chosen so that it corresponds to approximately twice
the expected FWHM, thus the response function is formed by summing all one-
dimensional profiles that are parallel to the direction of measurement and within
that range. Since the available intensity values are those provided by the pixels,
they are discrete and not continuous, so each FWHM (and FWTM) is determined
by linear interpolation between adjacent pixels at half (or one-tenth) the maxi-
mum value of the response function. The maximum value is determined by a
parabolic fit using the peak point and its two nearest neighboring points respec-
tively and the values are converted to distance in millimeters by multiplication
with the pixel size. The height of the rectangular ROIs is reported in Table 13.
The profiles of the images reconstructed without the use of the positron kernel
are shown in Figures 42 and 43, and superimposed there are the profiles relative
to the ones reconstructed with the analytical kernel, taken as an example.
Figure 41: Example FWHM and FWTM extraction from profiles for the Gallium ring.
Isotope height (pixels)
82Rb 10
15O 6
68Ga 8
18F 4
Table 13: ROI height.
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Figure 42: Profile with and without analytical kernel for 18F and 15O .
Figure 43: Profile with and without analytical kernel for 68Ga and 82Rb.
The use of the positron range blurring kernel should cancel the effect due to
the positron range, thus the profiles obtained from the images of the four ring
sources reconstructed with the kernels, once normalized, should overlie one over
the other, since they each represent an object of equal shape. In Figure 44 it can
be seen that the four profiles (relative to the different isotopes) are very much one
similar to the other after the positron range blurring has been implemented.
The images reconstructed with the use of a kernel displayed so far are relative to
the analytical kernel, chosen for a preliminary analysis. The difference between
the result of the two kinds of kernel is not apparently substantial and will be
examined in the next section.
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(a) Without kernel.
(b) With analytical kernel
(c) Close up of (b) .
Figure 44: Superimposed profiles.
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6.2.1 Radial FWHM and FWTM
The FWHM and FWTM, obtained by means of the method described in the pre-
vious section, are plotted with respect to the iteration number for each of the
three cases: without kernel, with Monte Carlo kernel and with analytical kernel,
hereafter defined by MC and AN.
In Figure 45 the plots relative to the 18F ring are presented.
(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 45: Fluorine images.
In the case of 18F the FWHM and FWTM relative to the use of the two kernels do
not exhibit great differences from the ones obtained after normal reconstruction,
this is because the 18F mean positron range is about 0.6 mm, that is even less than
the scanner spatial resolution.
In Figures 46, 47 and 48 the plots relative to the 15O, 68Ga and 82 ring are
presented.
(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 46: Oxygen images.
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(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 47: Gallium images.
(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 48: Rubidium images.
In the case of all the isotopes except for 18F the difference whether or not the
blurring kernel is used is clearly visible: the application of the blurring on the
image that is forward projected highly reduces both the FWHM and FWTM, with
either kernel.
In Table 14 and 15 the the values relative, respectively, to the extracted FWHM
and FWTM relative to the 50th and the 100th iteration are displayed for the three
cases (normal reconstruction and use of blurring kernel).
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FWHM 50 iter (mm) FWHM 100 iter (mm)
Isotope NO MC AN NO MC AN
18F 1.26 1.17 1.16 1.15 1.02 1.01
68Ga 2.33 1.64 1.45 2.13 1.37 1.17
15O 2.24 1.67 1.61 2.03 1.42 1.36
82Rb 3.25 1.97 1.80 2.76 1.62 1.44
Table 14: FWHM values for reconstructed images with no kernel (NO), Monte Carlo
kernel (MC) and analytical kernel (AN).
FWTM 50 iter (mm) FWTM 100 iter (mm)
Isotope NO MC AN NO MC AN
18F 2.53 2.34 2.33 2.34 2.05 2.04
68Ga 6.38 3.56 2.97 6.05 2.98 2.34
15O 6.38 3.83 2.83 6.29 3.15 2.84
82Rb 11.50 4.54 3.83 11.13 3.61 2.93
Table 15: FWTM values for reconstructed images with no kernel (NO), Monte Carlo ker-
nel (MC) and analytical kernel (AN).
For better evaluate the performance of the two different kernels, in Figures 49
and 50 the FWHM and FWTM of the images reconstructed with the Monte Carlo
and analytical kernel are displayed, showing a slightly higher effectiveness of the
analytical one. In the case of 18F the plot is semilogarithmic so as to highlight
the dissimilarity between the two kernels, but nevertheless there seem to be no
difference between the final images resulted from the blurring process with the
two different kernels.
(a) AN versus MC. (b) AN versus MC.
Figure 49: Comparison between the two kernels in the radial direction.
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(a) AN versus MC. (b) AN versus MC.
Figure 50: Comparison between the two kernels in the radial direction.
6.2.2 Axial FWHM and FWTM
To evaluate the effect of the kernel blurring also on the axial direction, an analysis
similar to that performed on the transaxial plane has been made on the sagittal
plane. In this case the reconstructed images are displayed as a sequence composed
of 201 slices along the x-axis, whose dimensions are 201× 120.
The simulated rings are two-dimensional, i.e. the z coordinate of each radioac-
tive decay which produced the positron is equal to zero, so in theory the dimen-
sion of the ring in the axial direction should be null whereas, as it can be seen
in Figure 51 for the 68Ga source, the reconstructed rings exhibit a height greater
than zero.
Figure 51: 67th slice along the x direction, displayed with a colored look-up-table.
To evaluate the FWHM and FWTM a rectangular ROI (with width equal to the
values in Table 13) has been selected in each 100th iteration of the reconstructed
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images on the 100th sagittal slice, as shown in Figure 52, and the obtained profiles
corresponds to the orizontally averaged pixel intensity.
(a) 100th slice along the x direction. (b) Extracted axial profile.
Figure 52: ROI selection on the sagittal plane.
The FWHM and FWTM plotted with respect to the iteration number for each
isotope and for each reconstruction are shown in Figures 53, 54, 55 and 56 and
their values in correspondence to the 50th and 100th iteration are reported in Tables
16 and 17. The comparison between the two kernels is displayed in Figures 57 and
58.
As resulted form the analysis relative to the radial direction, also in the axial
direction the application of the blurring on the image that is forward projected
highly reduces both the FWHM and FWTM, with either kernel, and results in
an evident improvement of the image quality. Again the difference between the
performance of the two kernels is not significant.
(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 53: Fluorine images.
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(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 54: Oxygen images.
(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 55: Gallium images.
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(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus AN.
Figure 56: Rubidium images.
FWHM 50 iter (mm) FWHM 100 iter (mm)
Isotope NO MC AN NO MC AN
18F 1.67 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.69 1.71
68Ga 2.36 1.79 1.69 2.28 1.69 1.61
15O 2.46 1.87 2.38 2.64 1.75 1.69
82Rb 4.27 2.11 1.91 4.35 1.71 1.73
Table 16: FWHM values for reconstructed images with no kernel (NO), Monte Carlo
kernel (MC) and analytical kernel (AN).
FWTM 50 iter (mm) FWTM 100 iter (mm)
Isotope NO MC AN NO MC AN
18F 2.50 2.44 2.42 2.44 2.42 2.40
68Ga 7.25 3.44 2.54 7.18 2.58 2.40
15O 7.02 3.88 3.54 6.86 3.46 2.72
82Rb 13.5 4.62 3.82 13.5 4.01 2.89
Table 17: FWTM values for reconstructed images with no kernel (NO), Monte Carlo ker-
nel (MC) and analytical kernel (AN).
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(a) AN versus MC. (b) AN versus MC.
Figure 57: Comparison between the two kernels in the axial direction.
(a) AN versus MC. (b) AN versus MC.
Figure 58: Comparison between the two kernels in the axial direction.
6.3 point-like 68Ga source
As a final validation of the efficacy of the positron range kernels produced in
this thesis, the proposed blurring process has been applied to real acquisitions
performed with the PET/CT scanner described in 5.1.
The reconstructed data are relative to a point-like 68Ga source, placed in the
center of the FOV, that yielded 28 millions of detected events. In Figure 59 the
reconstructed point-source is displayed in the three different cases, with the use
of a colored look-up-table to better evaluate the differences.
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(a) With no kernel. (b) With MC kernel. (c) With analytical kernel.
Figure 59: Comparison between the point-like source reconstructed without the imple-
mentation of the blurring and with MC and AN kernels.
Figure 60: Comparison between profiles.
The analysis of the FWHM and FWTM has been performed as described in the
previous sections. The rectangular ROI has been chosen of width equal to 4 pixels,
both in the transaxial and in the sagittal plane.
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Radial direction
(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus MC.
Figure 61: Comparison between the two kernels in the radial direction.
Figure 62: Comparison between the two kernels in the radial direction.
50 iter 100 iter
NO MC AN NO MC AN
FWHM (mm) 1.91 1.29 1.12 1.84 1.19 1.02
FWTM (mm) 5.02 2.70 2.09 4.93 2.57 1.95
Table 18: FWHM and FWTM values for the reconstructed point source with no kernel
(NO), Monte Carlo kernel (MC) and analytical kernel (AN) in the radial direc-
tion.
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Axial direction
(a) No kernel versus MC. (b) No kernel versus MC.
Figure 63: Comparison between the two kernels in the axial direction.
Figure 64: Comparison between the two kernels in the axial direction.
50 iter 100 iter
NO MC AN NO MC AN
FWHM (mm) 2.01 1.71 1.60 1.97 1.67 1.60
FWTM (mm) 5.13 2.54 2.42 5.13 2.48 2.38
Table 19: FWHM and FWTM values for the reconstructed point source with no kernel
(NO), Monte Carlo kernel (MC) and analytical kernel (AN) in the axial direc-
tion.
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C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K
In the present work of thesis a method to correct for positron range effects in
iterative image reconstruction is proposed: by means of applying a blurring kernel
on the image that is forward projected, the blurring caused by the path traveled by
the positron before annihilation is taken into account resulting in an improvement
of the quality of the final reconstructed image.
As a first step, positron range annihilation distributions of various positron
emitting isotopes have been simulated using GATE, and simulated data relative
to isotopes in water have been validated with the attempt of reproducing the
results presented in literature.
Starting from the simulated annihilation points, two different methods of eval-
uating the blurring kernel are illustrated and implemented for four radionuclides
frequently used in PET imaging (18F, 15O, 68Ga and 82Rb). In creating the two
kinds of kernel the voxellization of the images produced by PET systems is taken
under consideration, considering the fact that a positron may be emitted any-
where within a voxel volume and may annihilate anywhere within the arrival
voxel volume.
The first presented method to evaluate a blurring kernel is by voxellizing di-
rectly the annihilation coordinates, obtained from simulations in which the iso-
tope is moved within the central kernel element. The second approach implies
the fitting of the three-dimensional annihilation probability density function, in
order to obtain analytical functions that allow to evaluate the probability of a
positron annihilating at a given distance from a specified point.
The implementation of the two kernels on the reconstruction of two-dimensional
source rings resulted in greatly reduced FWHMs and FWTMs, each extracted
both from axial and radial profiles. If the positron range correction is applied, the
FWHMs and FWTMs of the different isotopes resemble one to each other much
more than in the absence of the blurring, showing that the proposed method
correctly corrects for the differences of the positron effect among the isotopes.
Comparing the performances of the two kernels, the analytical one exhibits a
higher capability of reducing the FWTMs. This can be explained by the fact that
the function used in the analytical kernel overestimates the simulated f (r) and
thus leads to higher tails, resulting in a stronger correction of the width of the
profiles.
In conclusion, both the two proposed blurring kernels proved to be well-functioning.
The analytical method offers a simpler and faster way to evaluate the kernel val-
ues, as it only requires storage of the fitting coefficients whereas the fully Monte
Carlo kernel, in the way it has been obtained in this thesis, requires annihilation
coordinates to be re-simulated depending on the PET image characteristics.
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As an improvement of the topic treated in this work of thesis, a method that
takes into account the inhomogeneities of the medium should be implemented.
The analytical functions may be fitted to data coming from simulations of various
isotope-medium combination, for the purpose of finding the needed coefficients,
and an attempt to find a relation between the coefficients and the material density
may be performed.
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